ABSTRACT The explosive growth of mobile data traffic poses challenge to the network architecture design. Caching popular contents on device level instead of infrastructure level, termed as distributed caching, can potentially alleviate the traffic load. As an emerging technology to decouple the control plane from the physical network topology, software-defined networking (SDN) promises to build a flexible, scalable, and programmable framework by enabling centralized network control and management. In this paper, assuming that user can leverage social networking and share contents via device-to-device (D2D) communications, we propose a SDN-enabled socially aware D2D caching scheme, in which Internet service providers split bandwidth into distinct slices and dynamically allocate these slices to content providers (CPs) for controlling traffic flows. Then, the CPs can provide share contents with content requesters for further traffic offloading. To improve the spectrum efficiency, we conceive this caching scheme with the architecture of hierarchical matching game. In this way, the combinatorial problem can be solved in two-stage. In the first stage, we propose a dynamic bandwidth allocation algorithm to allocate distinct bandwidth slices for differentiated quality-of-service requirements. In the second stage, we formulate the content sharing problem as a many-to-many matching game with externalities. To solve this complex matching problem, we design a novel distributed algorithm with faster converge speed. A joint solution is thus provided to solve the content sharing and power allocation problems iteratively by exploiting non-orthogonal multiple access. We conduct extensive simulations to demonstrate that our proposed schemes provide a better tradeoff between performance and complexity than other benchmarks.
I. INTRODUCTION
The data traffic is expected to experience an unprecedented growth due to the emergence of rich multimedia services such as virtual reality, on-demand video, online gaming, and social networks. In order to cope with the massive amount of data traffic, Internet service providers (ISPs) have to deploy more infrastructures and thus causes the higher development and maintenance costs. Moreover, different application scenario in 5G will have diverse quality-of-service (QoS) requirements in terms of latency, burst size, throughput, and packet arrival rate, and reliable QoS provisioning depends on efficient and on-demand resource allocation [1] . Hence, it's challenging to design an intelligent resource allocation scheme for satisfying the multi-Qos constraints in dynamic networks.
Software-defined networking (SDN) as an emerging technology is expected to implement network control and management in a centralized way within a scalable, flexible, and programmable architecture. By integrating SDN with 5G cellular networks, a series of network control and resource allocation problems (e.g., traffic flow control, power control, and bandwidth allocation) could be naturally solved with centralized management by SDN controller via standardized interfaces, instead of undertaking a major modification to the underlying physical network. Furthermore, with the advanced level of physical infrastructure abstraction and virtualization, virtualized resources such as bandwidth can be split into distinct slices for dedicated usage and dynamically allocated to accommodate the real-time demands [2] . Hence, the ISP can satisfy the multi-QoS requirements by implementing smart bandwidth slicing. Hence, it is important to achieve a tradeoff between the bandwidth allocation and user demands. Generally, ISP probably cannot allocate sufficient spectrum resource for all users during the peak time while considerable amount of spectrum resource remains underutilized during the off-peak time. In this case, the intelligent bandwidth slicing scheme design is needed to improve the spectrum efficiency.
Considering that the popular contents are more likely to be simultaneously requested many times in a certain area, caching contents on device level instead of infrastructure level (i.e. Base Stations (BSs)), termed as distributing caching, is expected to bring requested contents closer to content requesters (CRs) and thus reducing the latency. Generally, today's smart devices have growing storage capacities which are typically underutilized [3] . In this case, individual users can act as content providers (CPs) by pre-caching some popular contents and sharing these cached contents in a distributed manner. For further traffic offloading, deviceto-device (D2D) communication can potentially enable direct content delivery between adjacent CPs and CRs [4] . However, given that most users are rational and selfish in real life, it's impractical that these users are voluntary to consume their limited storage space and resource to share contents. Hence, how to encourage users to act as CPs is a critical issue to achieve synergy between caching and communications [5] .
Social network has emerged for providing various platforms to users for the purpose of online content sharing with people who have common interests in the virtual network [6] . Furthermore, the connection established in the virtual network is probably associated with real life. Since these smart devices are owned by users, a natural question raised, ''Can we leverage users' characters in social networks for the design of content sharing scheme?'' Apart from storage capacity, some social characters such as interest similarity and social trust are important metrics to measure the relation between two users [7] , [8] . For example, on campus, students in the same club probably cache the similar contents and are more willing to request content sharing from those with closeness relations. In other words, social characters potentially provide incentives for content sharing [9] , [10] . In this paper, we design a distributed content sharing scheme by taking both social and physical character into account.
In our proposed scheme, we assume that one CP can cached more than one popular contents within the space limitation and can delivery cached contents to more than one CRs simultaneous. In this setting, the massive connection problem can be harnessed by non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) schemes, which enable multiple links with different types of traffic request share the same allocated bandwidth slice in power-domain [11] . Hence, one CP can share various cached contents concurrently on one sub-channel for further improving spectrum efficiency [12] , [13] . Moreover, considering some more realistic scenarios, the user equipment (UE) receivers utilize the successive interference cancellation (SIC) technology to cope with the co-channel interference when sharing contents on the same sub-channel. As a sophisticated and advanced technique for achieving high overloading transmission within limited bandwidth resources, NOMA promises to alleviate the traffic congestion in a new domain.
A. MOTIVATION AND RELATED WORKS
Motivated by the superiority of aforementioned emerging technologies, it's challenging and interesting to integrate SDN with NOMA-aided socially-aware D2D caching, which remains an open question. In this paper, we study both the centralized bandwidth allocation problem and the distributed content sharing problem. First, we assume that the entire bandwidth is logically split into two typical kinds of slices in accordance with the link condition. To specific, the congested link may be allocated with the bigger size of slice and the free link with the smaller size. In this way, the ISP can satisfy the different QoS requirements by dynamically allocating the bandwidth slices according to the real-time demand. This bandwidth allocation problem can be transformed as a manyto-one matching without externalities. In the content sharing problem, assuming that the content placement procedure has been completed according to the social centrality and memory space of CPs, we focus on the content delivery procedure. In this scenario, the CRs will request desired contents from adjacent CPs via D2D links. Furthermore, the CRs have to download contents directly from BS if the establishment of D2D links fails, which poses obstacles to traffic offloading. Assuming that the CPs share cached contents to CRs in D2D overlay mode, the co-channel interference only exists in delivering different cached contents concurrently on the same sub-channel. In this case, the CRs should not only consider requesting contents from which CPs, but also sharing contents with which CRs. This kind of interdependencies is called externalities or peer effect when underlying social welfare [14] - [16] . Hence, we can formulate this procedure as a many-to-many matching game with externalities, which has a more complex architecture compared with other conventional matching game. Hence, the combinatorial problem can be depicted as a hierarchical bipartite graph [17] . To the best of the authors' knowledge, this complex matching problem has not been studied in social-aware D2D caching networks. Most importantly, how to design a mixed centralized/distributed algorithm to cope with both the dynamic bandwidth allocation problem and the externalities remains to be an open question. VOLUME 6, 2018 The most related works focus on applying some emerging mathematical tools such as graph theory, game theory, and matching theory to the design of distributed caching scheme and bandwidth allocation. Wang et al. [18] extended KuhnMunkres algorithm to find a three-dimensional matching for the purpose of hit ratio maximization. However, the proposed algorithm in [18] only take the optimal welfare rather than the stability into consideration. This stability refers to the concept of robustness to deviations that can benefit both the resource providers and the resource users [19] . Practically the unstable matching will cause the failure of content sharing, since CR would like to switch to request to another CP when this switch operation can benefit both of them. Wang et al. [20] designed a three-dimensional matching algorithm combining hypergraph clustering and local search to optimize the transmission delay in wireless distributed storage networks. However, the proposed algorithm in [20] did not consider the stability and cannot perform well due to it's complexity. In [21] , a heuristic algorithm was proposed to tackle the externalities in sub-channel allocation problem. However, the proposed algorithms are centralized and thus not suitable to distributed caching scenario. Furthermore, some existing works addressed the bandwidth slicing problem in SDN. Yiakoumis et al. [22] proposed the concept of bandwidth slicing in SDN and virtually split the bandwidth into multiple slices for the dedicated usage. Eghbali and Wong [2] formulate the bandwidth allocation problem as a Stackelberg game model and solve this problem using the pricing strategy in SDN-enabled home networks. However, the priormentioned works have not exploited the bandwidth slicing in wireless distributed caching. Different from the above works, we consider a more practical and complete scenario in which the bandwidth slicing and content sharing problems are all addressed.
B. SUMMARY OF MAIN CONTRIBUTIONS
To the best of the authors' knowledge, our work is the first one that designs a mixed centralized/distributed scheme to solve both the bandwidth slicing and the content sharing problems in SDN-enabled socially-aware D2D caching. Particularly, the main contributions and results are as follows:
• We design a social-aware D2D based caching scheme consisting of bandwidth slicing and content sharing in SDN-enabled networks. We optimize such a scheme for the purpose of maximizing the spectrum efficiency while satisfying the diverse QoS requirement on real-time demand. Due to the combinatorial nature, the optimization problem is NP-hard. We model the entire procedure as a hierarchical matching game and thus decouple this NP-hard combinatorial problem into two separate matching problems: bandwidth allocation matching without externalities and content sharing matching with externalities.
• We design a novel hierarchical stable matching algorithm for solving the hierarchical matching game in two-stage. In the first stage, we assume that the entire bandwidth is virtually split into two size of slices in accordance with the link condition. To specific, the congested link may be allocated with the bigger size of slice and the free link with the smaller size. In this way, the ISP can satisfy the different QoS requirements by dynamically allocating the bandwidth slices according to the real-time demand. We further assume that some social characters can potential affect the matching result and adopt these characters as metrics to allocate bandwidth slices. This bandwidth allocation problem can be transformed as a many-to-one matching without externalities. We propose a dynamic bandwidth allocation (DBA) algorithm to meet the real-time demand.
• We formulate the content sharing problem as a manyto-many matching game with externalities. To satisfy the various QoS requirements, a distributed algorithm is proposed by dynamically falsifying the varying preference to converge to the stable state. We exploit NOMA for further improve the system performance. Then, we can formulate the power allocation problem as a non-convex problem due to the co-channel interference. We convert this problem to a geometric programming (GP) and solve it using interior point methods. The joint content sharing and power allocation algorithms can be performed in a iterative way and the simulation results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm can converge within limited number of iterations.
• We provide the in-depth theoretical proofs of some essential properties including the optimality, stability, convergence, and complexity for each proposed algorithm. To obtain a comprehensive evaluation of our proposed scheme, we compare the proposed scheme with other benchmarks in various simulation scenarios. We show that our SDN-enabled socially-aware D2D caching scheme can achieve the near system performance with much lower computational complexity. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the socially-aware D2D-based caching scheme is described in SDN-enabled networks. The combinatorial problem of maximizing the spectrum efficiency while satisfying the diverse QoS requirements is elaborated in Section III. Some notations and definitions about the hierarchical matching problem is detailedly described in Section IV, and some novel algorithms is designed to solve the hierarchical matching problem. Simulation results for performance evaluation are given in Section V. We draw a conclusion in Section VI. For convenience, Table 1 lists most of the notation and symbols used in this manuscript.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
The conceptual framework of the SDN-enabled network is shown in Fig.1 . Note that the SDN programmable controller serves as the brain because it can executive all control functionalities through different types of application programming interfaces (APIs). The distributed base stations (BSs) are dynamically configured by the SDN controller in a centralized way and thus the data can be collected by BS and transmitted to users. Considering that the content placement has been completed, we focus on the on-demand bandwidth slicing and content sharing. Let us denote by U = {U 1 , . . . , U k , . . . , U N u } the set of users, by CP = {VP 1 , . . . , CP i , . . . , CP N p } the set of CPs, and by CR = {CR 1 , . . . , CR j , . . . , CR N r } the set of CRs. In such a caching scheme, the centralized controller will monitor the imbalance between bandwidth allocation and link condition and dynamically adapt the bandwidth slicing scheme. Hence, we assume that the entire spectrum resource is virtually divided into two equal parts for dedicated usage. The first part is allocated to free links, in which the available bandwidth is enough to meet the bandwidth requirement. We assume that this part of bandwidth can be equally split to slices of the same size and allocated to d f users at most. If the available bandwidth cannot meet the bandwidth requirement, the second part is allocated to congested link during the peak time. Similarly, the second part of bandwidth is equally split to slices of the same size and allocated to d c users at most. We set d c > d f to guarantee that the bandwidth slice for congested link is bigger than for free link.Let us denote by RB f the set of bandwidth for free links, and by RB c the set of bandwidth for congested links. In this paper, we assume that the CRs are more willing to request contents from adjacent CPs via D2D links instead of the BS, unless the D2D links is failed. Hence, it's challenging and interesting to design an entire distributed caching scheme consisting of bandwidth slicing and content sharing.
A. SOCIAL CHARACTER MODEL
In this subsection, we first introduce some important characters in social domain and then project each social relation onto a real link in the physical domain. We use S = (U , E) to denote a social relationship graph, in which U = CP ∪ CR and E is the set of social tie connecting CP and CR. Adjacent nodes (CP i , CR j ) are connected by means of a bidirectional edge e(CP i , CR j ) ∈ E. We use a binary variable e i,j to determine whether there exists a social connection between CP i and CR j .
We assume that the content library in BS can provide M kinds of contents with different QoS provisions. For example, the minimum data rate requirement of HD video streaming is 800kbps, and the file download only needs 200kbps. Let C denote the complete content library, C = {C 1 , . . . , C m , . . . , C M }. Without loss of generality, we use Zipf distribution to formulate the popularity of m-th video in a certain connection period according to [23] .
where α characterizes the Zipf parameter. This concept refers to that users have different priority on various contents. In practical scenario, not all users have the same priority towards the same contents. Hence, we assume that each entry VOLUME 6, 2018 v j,m in the popularity matrix V represents the probability for CR j when requesting content C m . In order to capture the interest similarity in social networks, we further assume that user i and user j have the common interest towards one content, if |v k,m − v k ,m | ≤ , where is a minimum positive number. In accordance with this assumption, the interest similarity character can be defined as the sum of contents which two users have common interest in. Therefore, we use a binary variable β i,j (m) to determine whether user i and user j have the same priority on same content or not, which is given by:
Hence, the interest similarity IS k,k is given by:
In this paper, we define the concept of ''importance'' to evaluate the capacity and potential of providing services. In other word, if one user have enough storage space, he will be more willing to cache more contents and serve more CRs. Similarly, the user with higher social centrality means that he has the potential to share contents with more CRs. Given a comprehensive consideration, we adopt two-dimensional factors to measure the importance. First, we assume the set of storage space is denoted by M = {M 1 , . . . , M k , . . . , M N u }. It is worth mentioning that the memory space means the part that one user would like to cache contents instead of the total space. Abstracting the users as nodes and the social ties as edges, we adopt betweenness centrality in graph theory to characterize the social centrality [24] . The betweenness centrality B k of user k is denoted by:
where G i,j represents the sum of shortest paths between U i and U j , and g i,j (k) represents the number of those shortest paths that include or pass U k . We further denote B k,k as the degree of social trust between two users, and the definition of B k,k is detailedly described in [25] . As defined before, the importance of the user k can be given by:
where µ 1 and µ 2 are tunable parameters with constraint µ 1 + µ 2 = 1. In this paper, we assume that these two factors play the same role and thus the µ 1 and µ 2 are set to be 1/2. Given the global knowledge of each users available storage capacity and social centrality, a portion of users will be selected as CPs according to their importance and then the SDN controller will perform content placement considering regional differences. In this paper, we assume the content placement procedure has been completed using contract theory according to [26] , the bandwidth allocation and content sharing procedure will be described detailedly in the following section.
B. TRANSMISSION MODEL
In this paper, the data rate and the probability of satisfying the QoS requirement are adopted as the metric to measure whether the QoS requirements are satisfied or not. Moreover, the link conditions depend on whether the available bandwidth supply meets the bandwidth requirement. Hence, we first derive the expression of achievable data rate in NOMA mode. Accommodating the non-orthogonal channel accessing scheme in NOMA protocol [11] to our content sharing scenario, we assume that one CP can share different cached contents concurrently on the same allocated bandwidth slice. We denote p i,m as the transmit power allocated to CP i when multicast cached contents C m , satisfying that
, where i refers to the set of contents cached in CP i and p i is the total transmit power allocated to CP i . As for the channels model, we consider both slow fading due to shadowing effect and fast fading due to multipath propagation effect according to [27] . (6) where K refers to the system parameter, the fast fading gain following the exponential distribution is denoted as δ i,j , ξ i,j is the slowing fading gain following the log-normal distribution, the distance between CP i and CR j is denoted by d i,j , and σ refers to the path loss exponent. Therefore, the received signal of CR j can be presented by:
where (CR j ) refers to the set of CPs that CR j requests to, n i ∼ CN (0, σ 2 n ) represents the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), and σ 2 n is the noise variance. Since CP i may deliver different contents concurrently occupying one sub-channel, it will cause the cross co-channel interference. To demodulate the target message, the receiver of CRs will utilize the SIC technology when receiving the superposed messages. In accordance with the SIC decoding rule, the transmit requirements with higher channel gains are allocated with lower power level and their desired signals can be recovered until other requirements with higher power level are satisfied, while the transmit requirements with lower channel gains allocated with large power assignment levels are recovered by treating the other transmit requirements with lower power levels as the noise. In this way, the SIC decoding sorts the channel gains normalized by the noise in ascending order. To specific, the receiver of CR j can eliminate the interference from any other CR j with channel gain |h i,j | 2 /n i < |h i,j | 2 /n i . Therefore, the achievable data rate from CP i to CR j 50914 VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 2. Hierarchical bipartite graph for entire caching scheme.
when delivering C m is presented by:
where CI i,j is the interference caused by transmitting other contents on the same channel, and W i represents the bandwidth slice allocated to CP i , which is related to whether the link is allocated to free link or congested link.
As discussed above, the bandwidth slice scheme is determined by the current bandwidth requirements and the potential for satisfying the QoS requirements of more CRs. To describe the bandwidth requirements more accurately, we adopt the logistic function to characterize the probability the QoS requirements are satisfied. When the data rate exceeds the QoS provision, the value of a logistic function approaches one as the rate grows, implying that the link condition is good. The average probability for CP i satisfying the QoS requirement in bandwidth slice w i is given as:
where b i,j represents the binary variable determining whether CR j is matched with CP i or not, η is the slope parameter of the logistic function, R m th refers to the QoS provision of content C m , and |M i | represents all the transmit links of CP i .
Considering a more practical scenario, we consider two cases in content delivery procedure. The first case indicates that if the desired content is cached in CP i while the social and physical relations are close, the CR j is more willing to request popular contents via D2D link due to the higher probability of satisfying the QoS requirement. In the second case, if the CP i and CR j cannot establish a D2D link, the CR j has to request the content from BS. In general, we assume that the BS is far away from the MUs. Hence, it's costly to download desired contents from BS. In this way, the CRs are encouraged to download desired contents via D2D instead of directly accessing the BS. Hence, the meet the QoS requirements of more users, we should comprehensively consider the bandwidth allocation, power allocation and CR-CP pairing problems, which are formulated in the next section.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we perform the entire caching scheme in twostage. In the first stage, the SDN controller work as the brain and dynamically allocate the bandwidth slices according to users' requirements in a centralized way. In the second stage, the CPs will share cached contents with CRs who have close relations in virtual networks. Furthermore, the CPs should allocate power for transmitting different cached contents concurrently in NOMA scheme. Based on the previously discussed issues, the following points should be addressed:
• As discussed above, the primary purpose in this paper is to maximize the spectrum efficiency while satisfying the QoS requirements of all users as much as possible. Due to the variable binary and combinatorial nature, the optimization problem is NP-hard.
• In order to solve the above NP-hard problem, we depict the entire caching scheme as a hierarchical bipartite graph as shown in Fig. 2 . In this way, the combinatorial NP-hard problem can be decoupled into two subproblems and then solve in two-stage. It is obvious that the matching problems in different stages belongs to different type of matching games. We can formulate the bandwidth allocation problem as a many-to-one matching game without externalities. We then model the CP-CR pairing sub-problem in content sharing problem as a many-to-many matching game with externalities.
• Due to the combinatorial nature, we can further decouple the content sharing problem to a CP-CR pairing problem VOLUME 6, 2018
sub-problem and a power allocation sub-problem. It is worth mentioning that the power allocation sub-problem can be further transformed to a geometric programming (GP) problem. In this way, the optimization problem can be simplified.
A. SPECTRUM EFFICIENCY PROBLEM FORMULATION
Note that in the SDN-enabled network, the centralized controller can dynamically perform resource allocation with global knowledge. Meanwhile, the CRs can decide whether to request desired contents by comprehensively considering both the link condition and social relations. The interaction between controller and users is as follows: when one CP serves multiple CRs and the link condition is congested, the SDN controller will dynamically allocate bandwidth slice according to requirement and importance for the purpose of improving the spectrum efficiency. On the other hand, if one CP is allocated with small size of bandwidth slice, the CRs will request to other CPs who have free link condition, which also alleviates the traffic load. Hence, the optimization object keeps consistent in both stages. We then introduce a N p × N R matrix B, where b i,j = 0 and b i,j = 1 determine whether the CP i and CR j can establish D2D link or not. It can be observed that the spectrum efficiency problem needs to set the binary variable b i,j and allocate power p i,m when transmitting C m for each CP i . Binary variable x i,m determining whether C m is cached inCP i . Hence, the optimization problem can be formulated as:
C1 indicates that the achievable data rate should meet the QoS provision of content C m . Due to the limited power, C2 and C3 are two power constraints.C4 indicates that the number of CRs that CP i can serve is determined by its achievable storage space M i and CR j can also download according to achievable storage space M j .
It can be observed that the optimization function (11) has to solve the bandwidth allocation problem, CP-CR pairing problem and power allocation problem. For convenience, the CP-CR pairing problem and power allocation problem can be solved in an iterative way to obtain a joint solution. Given the result of CP-CR pairing, the power allocation problem can then be converted to a geometric programming (GP) problem [28] . It is introduced in [29] that the GP problem represents a class of convex problems which we can utilize the interior point methods to obtain the global-optimal solution.
Given the power allocation result, the CP-CR selection problem can be transformed to a many-to-many matching problem with externalities, which can be discussed detailedly in next section.
B. POWER ALLOCATION PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this subsection, the power allocation problem will be formulated as a GP problem as discussed in above subsection and the optimization objective stay the same with Eq. (11). We further consider the user fairness to accommodate the diverse QoS requirements, and adopt a factor m i,j for each user CP i to adjust its priority when allocating power. In other word, the content with higher QoS provision can be allocated with more portion of power to meet the requirement. Considering that each CP is allocated with same power and there does not exist co-channel among CPs, the power allocation processes for different CPs are independent, and thus we only need to analyze the power allocation scheme for each CP i for convenience. Hence, the optimization problem (11) can be simplified to
We can reformulate (13) as geometric programming by adopting the method in [21] . The receiver in user can be resorted according to the channel gains in a decreasing order. 
Proof: See Appendix A. In this way, we convert the constraints to convex, and thus solve the linear objective function using classical interior point methods. Note that when one CP only share cached content with one CR, this case belongs to OMA scheme instead of NOMA. Hence, the application of our proposed power allocation scheme is that one CP can share contents with no less than two CRs, simultaneous. In other word, we perform this power allocation scheme for each NOMA-enabled CP.
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C. HIERARCHICAL MATCHING PROBLEM FORMULATION
As discussed above, the entire caching scheme involves the bandwidth allocation and CP-CR-pairing problem, which belongs to the field of using matching theory in wireless network [30] . However, most previous work studied the conventional matching game with simple architecture, which cannot apply to our complex combinatorial matching problem. Depicting this problem as a hierarchical bipartite graph as shown in Fig. 2 , we can observe that the complex matching game can be divided into two types of matching game. The first bandwidth allocation problem can be formulated as a many-to-one matching game without externalities. The externalities, also termed as peer effect, are common characters when underlying resources. In this paper, the externalities can be embodied as the co-channel interference when transmitting contents on the same sub-channel, which is not involved in the bandwidth allocation problem. Since we assume that each CP can transmit different cached contents concurrently on same sub-channel for the purpose of improving the spectrum efficiency, the second CP-CR pairing problem can be modeled as a many-to-many matching game with externalities.In this subsection, we first introduce some definitions in preparation for the matching algorithms design in the next section.
The many-to-one matching game is introduced from the famous college admission problem [31] , [32] , where the students submit their application to desired colleges according to their preference and in turn, the college decides whether to accept this application or not based on students' overall qualities. Hence, we can project this matching game onto the bandwidth allocation problem. Detailedly, the CPs first propose their bandwidth requirements to SDN controller and the SDN controller decides whether to meet this requirement or not based on CPs' link condition and importance. Generally, we assume that the set of bandwidth slices RB = {RB f , RB c } and the set of CPs CP = {CP i } |N p | i=1 are two disjoint set of rational and selfish players for their own benefits, because the bandwidth allocation is controlled by SBS. Given this assumption, the many-to-one matching can be defined as:
Definition 1: The many-to-one matching function is a mapping from RB ∪ CP ∪ ∅ into RB ∪ CP ∪ ∅ such that for RB f or RB c ∈ RB and CP i ∈ CP:
Condition 1) demonstrates that each CP is allocated to at most one bandwidth slice. Condition 2) and 3) indicates that each types of bandwidth can be allocated to a subset of CPs. The bandwidth for free link usage can be allocated to at most d f CPs and the bandwidth for congested link usage can be allocated to at most d c CPs. Condition 4) indicates the symmetry and transitivity.
Furthermore, the many-to-many matching problem is introduce from the marketing in which one firm can employ many part-time workers, and each worker can choose different part-time jobs from different firms [33] . Naturally, considering that each CR can request more than one contents form different CPs and each CP can share more that one contents according to its achievable space and link condition, we regard the CP as ''firm'' and CR as ''worker''. We further assume that each content can be delivered to one CR for convenience. Based on above discussion, we assume that the set of CPs CP = {CP i } |N p | i=1 and the set of CRs CR = {CR j } |N r | j=1 are two disjoint set. The both side of player are also assumed to be rational and selfish. In this type of matching game, each player belonging to both disjoint sets can select more than one opponents in the other set. Given this assumption, the manyto-many matching function can be defined as:
Definition 2: The many-to-many matching function of CP-SR selection is a mapping from CP ∪ CR ∪ ∅ into itself such that:
In the paper, considering the total complexity and QoS, we assume that each content cached in CP i can be delivered to at most one CR. Condition 1) demonstrates that CP i can delivery contents to at most M i CRs according to its achievable memory space, and 2) indicates that each CR can download at most M j contents according to its achievable memory space.
It is worth mentioning that the stable condition of is more different to be satisfied than ψ. Because the preference of each CRs is dynamically changing as the existence of cochannel interference. How to capture the real-time preference is still an open question. For this reason, most of existing works can only solve the externalities in a centralized way to get around this problem. Hence, it's interesting and challenging to design a distributed algorithm to confront this problem. In the next section, we will solve this complex combinatorial problem inspired by the cheating action in [34] .
IV. HIERARCHICAL MATCHING ALGORITHM DESIGN
As discussed before, we can conceive the caching scheme with the framework of hierarchical matching game. In this section, the hierarchical matching game will be decoupled into two interactive matching game and the combinatorial problem can be solved in two-stage. We will propose a novel centralized matching algorithm and a distributed algorithm in each stage, and finally integrating these two algorithms as a hierarchical matching algorithm. In each subsection, we will introduce how to capture the preference of players at both sides and propose the novel matching algorithm. Based on the previously discussed issues, the following questions should be addressed:
• Due to the interaction of the matching games in two stages, the optimization object should keep the same when perform bandwidth allocation and content sharing procedure. Therefore, how to adopt suitable metrics to accommodate the matching games in two stages when designing preference index is a profound issue. VOLUME 6, 2018
• Due to the externalities when sharing contents with more than one CRs concurrently on the same sub-channel, the preferences of CRs are dynamically changing. It is difficult to adopt an appropriate metric to accurately capture their preference. Thus, how to capture the dynamically varying preferences is an avoidable issue to solve, which has not been solved in most previous works.
• Considering the superiority of applying NOMA to the content sharing procedure, we would like to solve the CP-CR pairing and power allocation problems in an iterative way. Hence, how to find a near optimal solution while satisfying numerous implementation constraints including QoS, externalities, stability and convergence is complex and challenging.
A. BANDWIDTH ALLOCATION ORIENTED STABLE MATCHING
In this subsection, we propose a dynamic bandwidth allocation (DBA) algorithm to solve the first bandwidth allocation problem. It is worth mentioning that the SDN has to dynamically allocate bandwidth slices according to the content sharing result for the purpose of satisfying the on-demand QoS requirements. We observe that it's unnecessary to perform the DBA algorithm after each round of CP-CR pairing due to the complexity. Hence, we will integrating a novel algorithm for the SDN controller to dynamically monitor the bandwidth requirements and change the allocation decision with lower complexity. The first problem consists of two types of game players: RB and CPs. Considering the both sides of players are rational and selfish aiming at maximizing their own utility function, we first give the establishment process of preference lists. Since the optimization objective is to maximize the spectrum efficiency while satisfying the on-demand QoS requirement, we now focus on how to establish the preference lists of both side to perform the DBA algorithm. Considering that the SDN controller are more willing to allocate more bandwidth to those CPs with congested link condition, higher social centrality, and bigger storage space, we define U c (i) as the preference value of the bandwidth for congested link usage towards CP i :
where the BR i and I i represent the bandwidth requirement and importance of CP i . The BR i and I i are detailedly discussed in Section II. As for CPs, if the link conditions are free, they will require the RB f , and require the RB c otherwise. Hence, the preference list of CPs will change with the link condition. Without loss of generality, we write CP i RB c CP i to mean that RB c prefers CP i to CP i , which is defined as :
where refers to a binary preference relation with reflexive, complete, and transitive. 
CP i proposes to the RB with the highest ranking according to PL CP (i) in turn; 6: end for 7: for RB k ∈ RB, 1 ≤ k ≤ 2 (i.e., k = 1 represents the RB f , k = 2 represents the RB c ) do 8: if RB k receives a bandwidth allocation requirement from CP i and still has available bandwidth slices to allocate, i.e., | (RB k )| < d k then 9: RB k keeps all the proposed CPs and remove the matched CPs from UM ; 10:
RB k keeps the most preferred d k CPs and rejects the others. Remove the matched CPs from UM and hold the rejected CPs in UM .
12:
end ifRemove RB k from the preference lists; 13: end for 14: end while 15: Output the many-to-one stable matching .
B. CONTENT SHARING ORIENTED STABLE MATCHING
Note that the preference lists in Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 are consistent in each matching process due to lack of externalities. As mentioned before, affected by the externalities, the CRs will dynamically change their preference lists. To describe the externalities accurately, we first introduce the establishment process of preference list. We adopt two finite and disjoint sets CP = {CP i } to represent CPs and CRs, respectively. In this subsection, Find a blocking pair (RB q , CP q ) in φ q and obtain φ q+1 by satisfying (RB q , CP q ). T q = (RB q , CP q ). 8: else 9: Output φ q 10: end if 11: while φ q+1 is not stable do 12: Find a blocking pair (RB q+1 , CP q+1 ) in φ q+1 .
13:
if RB q+1 is contained in T q then 14: Find blocking pair (RB q+1 , CP q+1 ) such that RB q+1 is CP q+1 's most preferred CP in T q . Obtain φ q+2 by satisfying (RB q+1 , CP q+1 ). T q+1 = T q ∪ CP q+1 . 15: if RB q+1 was allocated to φ q+1 (RB q+1 ) in φ q+1 , and there exist a blocking pair (RB q+2 , φ q+1 (RB q+1 )) for φ q+2 with RB q+2 and φ q+1 (RB q+1 ) both contained in T q+1 then 16: Let CP q+2 = φ q+1 (RB q+1 ). Select RB q+2 which is CP q+2 's most preferred RB in T q+2 . Obtain φ q+3 by satisfying (RB q+2 , CP q+2 ). Let q = q + 2.
17:
else 18: q = q + 1; 19: end if 20: else if RB q+1 is contained in T q then 21: Proceed as above while reverse the role of RB and CP. 22: else if Each blocking pair(RB q+1 ,CP q+1 ) is elimated from T q then 23: Select any blocking pair to form φ q+2 . T q+1 = T q ∪ {RB q+1 , CP q+1 }. Let q = q + 1.
24:
end if 25 : end while we focus on how to further improve the spectrum efficiency while satisfying the on-demand QoS requirements. Meanwhile, the power allocation can further improve the link condition according to diverse QoS requirement. Hence, the CRs will request desired contents from those CPs with high interest similarity and good link condition. If this connection establishment process fails, the CR will download directly from BS, which improves the traffic load.
Based on the discussion above, from the CRs' perspective, the preference is to evaluate whether the CP can share desired contents while satisfying the QoS provision. Considering the contents is cached in which CP belongs to the privacy information, CPs can only judge according to social character such as interest similarity. Therefore, the preference value U j can be defined as follows:
where IS i,j refers to the interest similarity, x m,i is the binary variable determining whether C m is cached in CP i , e i,j determines whether there exists a social tie. and CI i,j is the cochannel interference. Hence, we can observe that the U j (i) will be dynamically changing when CP i transmits other cached contents. Most existing works can only get around this externalities by establishing the initial preference list and then let BS make centralized management. In this paper, we will introduce a novel algorithm to simplify this establishment process. Moreover, the preference list of CPs is consistent since the externalities have no effect on them. The preference value U i can be given by
Thus, the preference list of CR j over CP, denoted by PL CR (j), is ranked by U j in a descending order. Similarly, CP i ' s preference list PL CP (i) over CR, is ranked by U i in a descending order.
From Eq. (19), it is challenging to accurately capture the externalities. Generally, most existing works utilized the centralized swap-operation to swap their matched users and finally they will converge to the stable matching state. However, the swap-operation is implemented by BS rather than user itself and thus this solution is centralized. Considering that the content sharing belongs to the category of distributed caching, the centralized scheme cannot accommodate to our dynamic network. In this subsection, we will design a novel distributed algorithm to let the CRs switch their matched CPs in self-organized manner. In other world, if the CP cannot meet its QoS requirement, the CR will switch to request to another CP. Meanwhile, if there exists another CR that wants to switch, if the switch between the two CRs can benefit both sides and the social tie between the two CPs is closeness, the swap-operation is approved. To proceed with this interesting work, we first provide some notations and definitions to provide theoretical support. The two-sided swap matching can be defined as follows:
where CR j and CR j switch their matched CPs while keeping other users' matching mate unchanged. Note that one of the CR involved in the swap-operation may be a vacant position, thus motivating single CP move to available vacancies of CP. Based on the concept of a swap matching, we redefine the forbidden pair as follows: Definition 4: (VR j , VR j ) constitute a forbidden pair when satisfying the following two conditions:
is two-sided exchangestable if there does not exist any forbidden pair.
Definition 4 indicates that if two CRs have the intension to switch, the other users involved must approve this swap. Nevertheless, we cannot centralized swap the users involved in the forbidden pair. Hence, it's crucial to dynamically falsify the preference list to complete each swap-operation and finally confront the externalities. Inspiring by the ''cheating strategy'' in [34] , we choose to capture the order of preference list instead of the utility. By capture the preference lists for each swap-operation, the preference list remaining unchanged means that the matching becomes stable.
Theorem 1: Given a subset of CR = {CR 1 , . . . , CR j , . . . ,
Definition 5: The accomplices of forbidden pair FP is a set of CRs H, such that h ∈ H: for ∀CR j ∈ UM do 5: CR j proposes to its most preferred CP in turn; 6: end for 7: for CP i ∈ CP, 1 ≤ i ≤ N p do 8: if CP i still has avaliable contents to share, i.e., | (CP i )| < M i then 9: CP i keeps all the proposed CRs and remove the matched CRs from UM ; end if 13: Remove CP i from the preference lists; 14: end for 15 : end while or within FP, who would have prevented a forbidden pair member CR j or CR j from getting its desired CPs, is also defined as a accomplice of FP. For the preparation of capture the preference lists, we should update the matching state based on previous matching state, we propose a MSU algorithm in Algorithm 3 to update the matching state and then dynamically falsify the preference list in an iterative way. In Algorithm 3, assuming that each cached contents can be shared with one CP, one CP can share contents according to its available storage storage and each CR can download desired contents according to the same rule.
Given the initial matching state based on the MCU algorithm, the accomplice set will falsify their preference list to help the CRs in FP to complete the swap-operation. The details of the proposed many-to-many content sharing (MMCS) algorithm is shown in Algorithm 4. MMCS solves this problem in two steps.
Step 1 initializes the matching state based on the Algorithm 3.
Step 2 dynamically falsifies the preference list before swap operations and updates the matching state using Algorithm 3. The swap-matching process continues until there exists no forbidden pair.
Algorithm 4
Many-to-Many Content Sharing Algorithm (MMCS) 1: Step 1: Initialization 2: Obtain the initial matching state 0 by Algorithm 3; 3:
Step 2: Swap-matching process: 4: For each VR j , it searches for another CR j with social tie to check whether both of them can form a forbidden pair; 5: if (CR j , CR j ) forms a forbidden pair then 6: Find the accomplices subset A by Definition 7.
7:
CR j falsifies preference according to
10:
else if CR j ∈ FP then 11:
12: end if 13: end for 14: Update the current matching state by the Algorithm 3; 15: else 16: Keep the current matching state; 17: end if 18: Repeat Step 2 until there is no forbidden pair.
C. HIERARCHICAL STABLE MATCHING AND PROPERTY ANALYSIS
In previous subsections, we elaborate each stage of proposed caching scheme. In this subsection, we will integrate the bandwidth allocation with the content sharing to solve the combinatorial optimization problem. In general, we first give the definition of forbidden tuple and hierarchical stability.
Definition 6:
is said to be a forbidden tuple if there exists a member x in this tuple that prefers a member in another tuple to the corresponding one of the current tuple and the desired member in another tuple prefer x to the corresponding one of current tuple. A matching is said to be hierarchical stable if there exists no forbidden tuple.
For example, we assume that there are (RB k , CP i , CR j ) and (RB k , CP i , CR j ) in a hierarchical matching, respectively. The unstable condition is satisfied when CP i prefers CR j to CR j , and CR j prefers CP i to CP i , respectively. Therefore, (RB k , CP i , CR j ) constitutes a forbidden tuple.
Integrating the centralized bandwidth allocation scheme and distributed content sharing scheme, we design a hierarchical stable matching (HSM) algorithm in Algorithm 5. It is worth mentioning that we decouple the content sharing problem into a CP-CR pairing problem and a power allocation problem, which can be performed in an iterative way to obtain a joint solution.
Algorithm 5 Hierarchical Stable Matching Algorithm (HSM)
1:
Step 1: Bandwidth Allocation 2: Given a set of RB and a set of CPs, the SDN controller dynamically meets the on-demand bandwidth requirements using DBA algorithm. 3: Step 2: Joint Content Sharing and Power Allocation: 4: Update the content sharing scheme by solving the Manyto-Many matching game with externalities using MMCS algorithm; 5: if CP i shares contents with more than one CR then 6: Utilize the NOMA-based power allocation scheme for each CR by solving the GP problem formulated in (15) using the interior point method; 7: else 8: Share the content with one CR using the full power; 9: end if 10: Repeat Step 1∼ Step 2 until there exists no blocking tuple in .
We will prove that Algorithm 5 will finally converge to the stable matching state in the Appendix B. Without loss of generality, we theoretically analyze some important properties of our proposed algorithms.
1) STABILITY
The stability of the HSM algorithm lies on the two subalgorithms. Hence, we analyze the stability of DBA algorithm and MMCS respectively.
Theorem 2:
We can obtain a two-sided stable matching using the DBA algorithm in final matching state. 
To proceed with the MMCS algorithm, the iteration does not terminate until there exists no FP in . In other words, cannot represent the final matching, which conflicts the above assumption. Hence, there does not exist any forbidden pair in , and thus the proposed algorithm can be proved to reach a two-sided exchange stability.
Theorem 4: The HSM algorithm can converge to a threesided stable matching.
Proof: We also prove the Theorem 4 using the contradiction method. Assuming that there exists no less than one forbidden tuple in , there must exist two tuples (RB k , CP i , CR j ) and (RB k , CP i , CR j ), ∃x ∈ (RB k , CP i , CR j ) and ∃x ∈ (RB k , CP i , CR j ), x x µ(x) and x x µ(x ). According to Algorithm 5, the iteration will last until all the blocking pair and forbidden pair are disjointed from , which causes conflict. Thus, we can draw a conclusion that the proposed Algorithm 5 reaches the three-sided stability.
2) OPTIMALITY
Theorem 5: The final matching in obtained from MMCS algorithm is weak Pareto optimal and the HSM reaches a local optimal solution for the content sharing problem.
Proof: In any round of the iteration when performing the MMCS algorithm, for any CR j ∈ CR, there may exist a better swap matching * satisfying that U ( * ) > U ( ). To specific, every user must approve the new matching * . Nevertheless, given the final state , any CP receives a proposal in the final step cannot issue a rejection and will be left unmatched since every user prefers * to , which contradicts the Theorem 3 that is two-sided exchange stable. Therefore, is weak Pareto optimal.
Similarly, it is obvious that the utility will increase in each iteration of the joint MMCS and power allocation scheme and the local optimum is achieved when the algorithm converge to the stable matching state. Hence, we can prove the optimality of proposed HSM algorithm. VOLUME 6, 2018 3) CONVERGENCE Since the convergence of DBA algorithm and MMVP algorithm can be easily proved due to the nature of deferred acceptance procedure, we focus on analyzing the convergence of MMCS algorithm.
Theorem 6: The joint content sharing and power allocation scheme can converge within finite iteration numbers.
Proof: In the practical application scenario, the spectrum resource is limited. Hence, the potential swap operations is limited with a finite number. Moreover, it is obvious that the latency performance increases after completing each swap operation and power allocation scheme. Considering that the achievable data rate will reach an upper bound under the spectrum resource constraint, the iterative algorithm terminates once the achievable data rate is saturated. Thus, we can conclude that the joint content sharing and power allocation scheme converges to the rotation-exchange stable state within finite iteration numbers.
Theorem 7: The proposed MMCS algorithm converges within limited number of iterations.
Proof: Please see Appendix C. 
V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section, we evaluate our proposed HSM in terms of convergence, user satisfaction, and spectrum efficiency in different scenarios. The simulation parameters are shown in Table 1 and the QoS provisions of different types of contents are shown in Table 3 . To comprehensively evaluate our proposed algorithms, we use four different algorithm as the benchmark. The first benchmark scheme is ''Exhaustive Search'' (ES) algorithm, which can reach the global optimal solution at the expense of high complexity. In second benchmark scheme, we do not consider the effect of bandwidth slicing and the matching rule is as same as the HSM algorithm. In the third benchmark, we adopt the OFDMA scheme, in which each CP can share one contents with the entire spectrum resource. The final benchmark scheme is random selection (RS) and random allocation (RA) algorithm, which is abbreviated as ''RSRA algorithm''. We evaluate our proposed algorithms considering both the advantages and why our algorithms work
A. THE CONVERGENCE OF HSM ALGORITHM
We can observe that he convergence of HSM algorithm is determined by the joint MMCS and power allocation scheme. Hence, we analyze the MMCS algorithm and the joint iterate scheme, respectively. To show the convergence of proposed algorithm, we denote the random variable X as the number of swap-operation required for converge. In Fig. 3 , we plot the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of X when reaching to the stable state, and then proving the theoretical analysis of the convergence in Theorem 6. With the quota d f = 6 and d n = 3, we observe that the convergence speed becomes slower as the number of the MUs increases due to the higher probability of finding the swap blocking pair. Besides, Fig. 3 further indicates that the proposed MMCS can converge within a small number of swap operations. For example, when the number of the CPs is 20 and CRs is 18, on average a maximum of 25 iterations are needed to converge. Similarly, Fig. 4 shows the CDF of the total number of iterations required for the joint MMCS and power allocation scheme. From Fig. 4 , it is worth noticing that the proposed joint iterative scheme converges within 6-10 iterations, which can demonstrate the low complexity of each round in HSM algorithm. 
B. THE TRADE-OFF BETWEEN SPECTRUM EFFICIENCY AND COMPLEXITY
Fig . 5 shows the total spectrum efficiency that different algorithms can reach as the increasing number of CPs. In this simulation, with the number of CRs N r = 20, the quota d f = 6 and d n = 3, we can observe that the spectrum efficiency will reach the upper bound with the increasing number of CPs. Because the spectrum resource is limited. Apparently, our proposed scheme can always achieve the suboptimal performance with the fewer iteration times as shown in Fig. 6 . For example, when the number of CPs is 9, the spectrum efficiency performance is approximately 7% lower than the ES algorithm and 44.7% higher than the RSRA algorithm. It is worth noticing that the Fig. 5 and the Fig. 5 indicate some interesting conclusions. The first is that the bandwidth slicing scheme outperforms the equally bandwidth allocation scheme. The second is that the NOMA scheme outperforms the OFDMA scheme in our scenario. Hence, we can draw a conclusion that our proposed HSM can achieve a better tradeoff between system performance and complexity.
C. THE USER SATISFACTION
In Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 , we adopt the probability of admitted request and satisfying QoS requirements as two crucial metric to evaluate the user satisfaction. The first metric is define as the proportion of CRs downloading their desired contents via D2D links instead of BS and the second metric is defined as the proportion of CRs that the QoS requirements are satisfied. The QoS provisions of different contents are given in Table 3 .
In this simulation, we can observe that the user satisfaction increase as the number of CPs increase. This is because more CPs will choose to download desired contents via CPs instead of BS. Similarly, the user satisfaction is upper bounded by the limited spectrum efficiency. In this case, our proposed scheme can reach the near sub-optimal solution with a relatively low complexity. As seen from Fig. 8 , the bandwidth slicing scheme plays an important role to meet the on-demand bandwidth requirement while the CRs can download desired contents via D2D links and the QoS requirements are satisfied with a higher probability.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we studied the socially-aware D2D based caching in SDN-enabled networks. To specific, we design an distributed caching scheme consisting of bandwidth allocation and content sharing. We conceive this caching scheme with a hierarchical matching game to characterize the bandwidth allocation as well as content sharing scheme to improve the spectrum efficiency. In this way, the combinatorial problem can be solved in two-stage. In the first stage, we propose a dynamic bandwidth allocation (DBA) algorithm to allocate distinct bandwidth slices for differentiated Qos requirements.
In the second stage, we model the content sharing problem as a many-to-many matching game with externalities. To solve this NP-hard problem, we design a novel distributed algorithm with faster converge speed. A joint solution is thus provided to solve the content sharing and power allocation problems iteratively by exploiting non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA). We conduct extensive simulations to demonstrate that our proposed schemes can achieve a good trade-off between performance and complexity than other benchmarks.
APPENDIX A PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1
The optimization function (13) can be transformed to GP problem based on [28] . For convenience, the achievable data rate of CP i when transmitting C m to CR j can be represented as: 
R(s(i), {p
Therefore, we can prove that the optimization function (22) can be transformed to GP problem.
APPENDIX B PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Theorem 1 provides the necessary theoretical support of falsifying preference list. For CR j , it's preference list can be divided into three parts: (PL(CR j ), 0 (CR j ), PR(CR j )), where PL(CR j ) and PR(CR j ) are respectively a set of CPs being more or less preferred than 0 (CR j ) by CR j . Considering the CPs in PL(CR j ) have already rejected CR j , the CR j would not hold the CPs in PR(CR j ) simultaneously. So the random permutation of PL(CR j ) and PR(CR j ) don not affect the result. For a subset of X , the CPs in X have already rejected CR j . Shifting the set X from PL(CR j ) to PR(CR j ) and giving a random permutation of PL(CR j ) and PR(CR j ), the CR j holds the same mate but the current matching S is at least as good as the previous matching 0 . Furthermore, we define a subset of CRs as the accomplices of forbidden pair FP.
APPENDIX C PROOF OF THEOREM 7
Algorithm 5 terminates once the content sharing matching and no longer changes in one iteration. Suppose that ( * , * ) represents the final stable matching state, thus both * and * as the matching results in the last two rounds of step 1 and step 2, must appear at least twice. Then, we should demonstrate that x must appear no more than once for every x ∈ and x = * . Similarly, x will appear no more than once for every x ∈ and x = * .
Assume that x appears at the i-th iteration of step 1 and step 2 for the first time in algorithm 5, and it must appear at least twice during the iteration due to the iterative nature. The second appearance of x is assumed to happen in the jth iteration. Since x is not the stable matching state of , we can prove that j > i + 1 and U ( j , j ) > U ( i , i+1 ) > U ( i , i ), with i = j = x . In the (j + 1)-th iteration, with the assumption that i = j , the corresponding resource allocation matching must satisfy i+1 = j+1 and we have U ( i , i+1 ) > U ( j , j+1 ) > U ( j , j ), which contradicts that U ( j , j ) > U ( i , i+1 ). Similarly, we can prove that x will appear no more than once. Due to the limited number of users and bandwidth resource, we can prove that the algorithm will eventually converge to the three-sided stable matching state.
APPENDIX D PROOF OF THEOREM 8
Due to the combinatorial nature, we would like to analyze the computational complexity of each sub-algorithm included in HSM algorithm. For the bandwidth allocation matching problem in first part, the computational complexity of MSI algorithm is easy to represented as O(N p ) due to the deferred acceptance-based structure. And the overall computational complexity of DBA algorithm is O((N p + 2)N p ), where 2 represents the two types of bandwidth slicing usage. In the content sharing procedure, it's obvious that the complexity of MMCS algorithm is determined by the iterations of swapoperation. Since the size of a swap operation is 2, the number of potential swap operations has the upper bound C 2 N . Given the iteration number, we first analyze the complexity in each round. The computational complexity for dynamically falsifying the preference lists of CRs is O(N q · log(N q )). Considering the computational complexity of updating the matching state is O (N p · N q ) . Therefore, the complexity of MMVD algorithm is upper bounded by O(C 2 N · N p · N q ). Note that the number of iterations cannot be given in close form, we cannot know the accurate number of swap-operation, which is the common problem in most heuristic algorithms. The simulations can demonstrate that the MMCS algorithm requires a significantly low number of iterations. Finally, the computational complexity of HSM algorithm is upper bounded by O(N loop · C 2 N · N p · N q ), where N loop represents the iteration number of HSM algorithm. Based on the Theorem 7, we can naturally demonstrate that the iteration number of step 2 in Algorithm 5 is finite. The iteration number of HSM algorithm will be analyzed in simulation results.
